Kit Contents (FK017)
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

1 Construction article, 8 1/2 x 11 stapled
1 Plan, 34 x 33
1 Laser-cut parts
1 Basswood Joiner ‘E2’
1 Landing gear, pre-bent from 12 in. x .075 in. music wire (1008)

Balsa Wood Strips, med-hard (18 in. length)
☐ 3/32 in. x 3/16 in. (10 pc.)
☐ 3/32 in. x 3/8 in. (2 pc.)
☐ 1/8 in. x 3/16 in. (4pc.)
☐ 3/16 in. square (6 pc.)
☐ 3/16 in. x 1/4 in. (2 pc.)
Long Hardware
☐ 1 - Nylon Tubing, 1/32 inside diameter x 12 in. (2022)
☐ 3 - Music wire, 12 in. x 1/32 in. (1002)
Hardware Bag
☐ 1 - Heat Shrink Tube, 1/16 in. x 3 in. (2021)
☐ 1 - Dacron Thread 36 in. length (5019)
☐ 1 - Magnet, 3/16 in. dia. x 1/16 in. (4014)
☐ 1 - T-Pin (DUB252)
☐ 2 - Foam Wheels, 1 3/4 in. diameter
☐ 2 - Wheel Retainers, to fit .075 axle (4015)
☐ 2 - Wheel Bushings, 1/8 in. dia x 7/16 in. aluminum tube (2009)
☐ 2 - Control Horns, DU-BRO Micro2 #919 (4020)
☐ 2 - Gear Straps, DU-BRO #158 (3017)
☐ 2 - Flat Washers, #4 (3018)
☐ 2 - Paper Reinforcement Ring, Avery #05721 (2017)
☐ 3 - Hardwood dowel, 3/16 in. diameter x 3 in. (1023)
☐ 4 - Pan Head Screws, #2 x 1/4 in. (3011)
☐ 4 - Rubber Bands, mini (4007)
☐ 4 - Rubber Bands, #32
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Build this charming nod to the 70s classic
In the process of helping a friend move his model magazine
stash, I came across a familiar article by Larry Renger. The
article detailed the construction of his Ugly Bug, a perky little
model for 1/2A power. As I am a sucker for retro models,
I was immediately drawn in by the charm of the design.
Digging in a bit deeper, I read Larry’s admonition that his
model was best suited to more advanced level flyers – this
sparked a bit of intrigue and I had to build one for myself.
I set to work sketching my own interpretation of the Ugly
Bug. Larry’s original model made use of the ACE Mini Foam
Wing kit, a solid molded foam wing. The ACE wing has long
since been discontinued – not that I would have defiled this
organic little model with a foam wing. A balsa replacement
for the foam wing would be required, so I set about drafting
an all balsa wood replica using the original ACE airfoil profile.
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35 in

22.75 in

193 in2

7.5

Park BL250

(Ed. Note: should you wish to build more models based on the
ACE Mini Foam Wing, balsabuilder.com now offers the
ACE Wing Replica Kit as part of our WingIt! building system)
Encouraged by the re-design of the wing, I proceeded to
update and enhance the rest of the model. Kids can be
tough on landing gear and I intended to let my song get
plenty of stick time on this model, so I added a tough shockabsorbing landing gear. Next, the all sheet construction was
dropped, in favor of a more visually enchanting, crutch and
stick construction.

balsabuilder
ugh-LE-bug!

project materials list

The Ugh-LE-Bug! may be scratch built using the plans
published with this issue of balsabuilder Magazine. For
your convenience, a laser-cut parts package of the
Ugh-LE-Bug! is available directly from balsabuilder.com
Balsa Wood Sheets (4 in. x 24 in. length)
1/16 in. thick, medium density (1)*
3/32 in. thick, medium density (2)*
Balsa Wood Strips, hard (18 in. length)
3/32 in. x 3/16 in. (10 pc.)
3/32 in. x 3/8 in. (2 pc.)
1/8 in. x 3/16 in. (4pc.)
3/16 in. square (6 pc.)
3/16 in. x 1/4 in. (2 pc.)
Hard Wood Sheets (4 in. x 12 in. length)
1/16 in. thick, aircraft plywood (1)*
3/32 in. thick, basswood (1)*
*not required with the laser-cut parts package.
Hardware
1 - Nylon Tubing, 1/32 inside diameter x 12 in.
1 - Music wire, 12 in. x .075 in. (1002)
2 - Music wire, 12 in. x 1/32 in. (1008)

Our modular ACE Wing Replica Kit is included with our lasercut parts package and has provisions for multiple dihedral
options as well as ailerons. I had toyed with the idea of
reducing the total dihedral from 12 degrees to 8 (or even 0)
and adding a pair of 3/4 in. strip ailerons – but having built
to the original 3-channel specification, I decided that ailerons
wouldn’t bring any more joy to a model already dripping
with happy.
— Bill Stevens

UGH-LE-BUG!

...”ailerons wouldn’t bring any more
joy to a model already dripping
with happy.”

1 - Heat Shrink Tube, 1/16 in. x 12 in. (2021)
1 - Dacron Thread 36 in. length (5019)
1 - Magnet, 3/16 in. dia. x 1/16 in. (4014)
2 - Foam Wheels, 1 3/4 in. diameter
2 - Wheel Retainers, to fit .075 axle (4015)
2 - Control Horns, DU-BRO Micro2 #919 (4020)
2 - Gear Straps, DU-BRO #158 (3017)
2 - Flat Washers, #4 (3018)
2 - Paper Reinforcement Ring, Avery #05721 (2017)
3 - Hardwood dowel, 3/16 in. diameter x 3 in. (1023)
4 - Pan Head Screws, #2 x 1/4 in. (3011)
4 - Rubber Bands, mini (4007)
4 - Rubber Bands, #32
Suggested Electronics
1 - Motor, SA Sport Park BL250 2217-9 (SUPA2215-10)
1 - ESC, SA Sport 10A (SUP10AESC)
1 - Propeller, GWS 7 x 3.5 HD
1 - Battery, 7.4V 550 mAh LiPo
1 - 3 channel receiver and transmitter
2 - Servos, Hitec HS-35 or HS-40
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Ugh-LE-Bug! construction
The Ugh-LE-Bug! makes use of our modular WingIt! building
system – so if you’ve followed along with any of our other builds
that use WingIt! components, you’ll already be familiar with the
bulk of the assembly. With the laser-cut parts package in hand,
you’ll need only to supply the necessary strip wood stock and a
few hardware items to complete this project. Your local hobby
supply will have much of what you need to complete the build.
Don’t forget the shop supplies!

UGH-LE-BUG!

A few basic tools will also be required to complete the
construction. Whether working from our laser-cut parts
package, or making your own parts using the templates on our
plan set, you’ll need the following tools and building supplies:
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

Hobby knife with #11 blades
Single-edge razor blades
Straight edge
Razor (or hobby) saw
1/32 and 1/16 in. drill bits and drill
K&S mini wire bender (KSE323)
Hobby “T” pins
Sanding block, 120 and 240 grit
Glue (white/wood, CA, or cement)
Covering iron
Heat gun

above: Our WingIt! ACE Wing Replica parts
feature break-away stand offs on the bottom
of the ribs that elevate the wing trailing edge
from the work surface. Scratch builders
should block the trailing edge up from the
building board using 1/4 inch stock placed
under the rear most portion of the rib.

Left: The Ugh-LE-Bug!
oozes vintage 1970s charm
and makes a great wintery
weekend project.
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01

An overview of the build
A more detailed series of construction
steps accompanies this article and
runs along the right and left of the
page. What follows is simply a brief
explanation to help get you started
with the Ugh-LE-Bug! build. Refer to
both the assembly steps in this build
article and the notes on the plan set to
successfully complete this build.
Assemble the supply of strip wood
stock and hardware items as listed in
this article and on the plan set. Obtain
the required motor, speed control,
and servos – using these suggested
electronics will take the guess work out
of properly outfitting your model and
ensure your success.
If you are not working from the lasercut parts package, it will be necessary
to transfer the parts patterns from the
plan set, to your wood stock. Use your
preferred pattern transfer process to
accomplish this. Cut out and label all
of the parts from the designated stock
sizes – effectively making a “kit”.
Fuselage Construction
The fuselage builds in quintessential
balsabuilder style. First, a central
crutch is built flat over the template
on the plan set. This crutch somewhat
resembles a ladder – giving the
fuselage its general shape and
providing “rungs” upon which to land a
series of formers.

02

Cut the upper cross braces
(a|b) and longerons (c)
from 3/16 inch square
balsa stock – pin these over the
plan sheet along with parts F1,
F2, F3, and F4. Bond the upper
longeron, cross braces and parts
F3 and F4 where they interface.

03

Add the vertical former
F5 behind and centered
with F2. Place former
F7 forward and centered to F3.
Capture these formers with the F7
fuselage doublers. Carefully align
parts then bond.

04

Place former F8 directly on
top of F2 and forward of
F5. Stack former F9a over
top of F1 (matching the trailing
edge of F9a to the trailing edge of
F1). Repeat this process, matching
F9b over F9a. Use a slow setting
glue, to allow proper positioning
of these parts as they are bonded.

05

Place the F10 fuselage
sides on the outside of
the right and left fuselage
assembly. Carefully align F10
with the plans and the interior
F7 doublers. Again, use a slow
setting glue to allow adequate
working time, to position and
bond the parts.
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“The fuselage builds
in quintessential
balsabuilder style.”

Place part F4a over F4b,
carefully match the edges
of the parts and bond.
Repeat this process for parts F17a
and F17b.

buildit!
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06

Working inside the
fuselage, install the F11
receiver tray immediately
behind former F5 and sitting on
top of F7. Bond the F12 firewall
between the fuselage side walls.
Install the SR servo rails (or tray)
forward of F6 and on top of F7.

07

Install formers F13,
F14, F15, and F16
perpendicular to the work
surface. Pay particular attention
to the location of the pushrod
guide holes in F13 and F14 –
install these formers with the
pushrod guide holes close to the
building board surface.

08

Cut the lower longerons
(d) to length from 3/16
inch square balsa stock.
Cut the lower cross braces (e|f)
from3/32 inch stock and add
these to the assembly along with
parts F17 and F18. Bond in place.

Pin the crutch assembly over the plan,
then add the vertical fuselage formers
and fuselage sides – the fuselage
is built inverted. Once the lower
longerons have been installed and the
forward section of the model sheeted –
the lower fuselage section is removed
from the building board and sanded
smooth.
Outside of some minor work to taper
the lower longeron to match the
bottom profile of the fuselage – no
significant shaping is required. This
makes the Ugh-LE-Bug! a perfect
candidate for the sand-a-phobic
builder. (Ed. Note: Sand-a-phobic? –
Kris Cartwright lets out an audible gasp)
The horizontal fin, elevator, vertical fin,
and rudder assemblies are constructed
entirely from 3/32 in. thick balsa wood
sheet stock. There’s no challenging
stick assembly to produce and the solid
sheet parts are wonderfully durable.
Prepare these parts to receive sewn
hinges by sanding the facing surfaces
along the hinge line round.

UGH-LE-BUG!

Wing construction

09

Complete the plywood
landing gear tray from
parts F19 and F20 – install
these, along with the lower 3/32
inch balsa sheeting. Place a scrap
length of .075 in. wire (or the
landing gear) between parts F20,
to ensure the landing gear slot will
be of the right size.

10

Assemble the battery
hatch lid from parts H1,
H2, and H3. Use a slow
setting glue to allow additional
working time – carefully position
the parts while bonding. Install a
scrap of metallic wire or a spare
“T” pin within the slot on the side
of the hatch.
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The Ugh-LE-Bug! makes use of our
ACE Wing Replica Kit from our WingIt!
building system. This system features
multiple build options for the center
section and dihedral break.

buildit!
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11

For this 3 channel application, we use
the 12 degree “V” shaped center section
wing break. If you are building with
a set of your own inspired ailerons in
mind, we suggest using the 8 degree
dihedral break and (included with our
parts kit) laser-cut servo pockets – just
add a pair of 3/4 in. wide strip ailerons
and your in business!

Assemble the elevator
from balsa parts E1 and
basswood joiner E2. Use a
straight edge to carefully align the
leading edge of these parts (with
the plan) , while bonding. Shape
the leading edge and facing
surfaces to be hinged, of V, R, H,
and E1 round.

For those not building from the lasercut parts, a complete parts template for
the wing is given on the plan set. The
Ugh-LE-Bug! wing is a simple “Hershey
Bar” type, where all wing ribs share a
common chord dimension. The wing
features a plywood reinforced center
section, webbed spars, turbulators,
and truss ribs. This wing is somewhat
overbuilt, using slightly thicker
materials than necessary. This however
has the added benefit of making it
easier for “old hands” to construct and
more durable for the novice pilot.

Assemble the wing center
section from parts W1-12,
W2-12, R1a/b, and spar
stock. Note that the ply part W112 should be positioned on the
back side of the spars. Our lasercut parts package features keyed
center section components that
help eliminate positioning errors.

13

Pin the right-side lower
spar cap stock over the
right-side plan. Begin the
left edge of the strip at the wing
center. Place the wing center
section assembly over the spar
cap with ribs R1a/b aligned at
wing center. (see next photo)

14

Begin building out
the right wing panel
by adding two R2 ribs
separated by W3 shear webs. Add
the balsa strip for the trailing edge
and sub spar. Begin all strip stock
at wing center – leaving a landing
point for the left side stock at the
center rib location.

UGH-LE-BUG!

Below: After completing the
fuselage assembly, sand the lower
longerons to taper into the fuselage
profile.

12

15

Install the remaining R2
ribs, W3 shear webs, R3
sub ribs, G gussets, and
T1 truss ribs (leaving out the truss
rib closest to wing center). Before
bonding these parts in place, add
the 3/16 inch square leading edge
stock – to assist in positioning and
retaining the T1 truss ribs.
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16

Install upper turbulator
spars. The turbulator spars
and truss ribs serve to
lock the wing into shape. If your
building board is flat you can be
reasonably well assured your wing
panel will take on that shape.
Bond all wing parts as installed.

17

This step applies only to
those building from our
laser-cut parts package.
Remove the right wing panel
from the building board. Prepare
one T1 truss rib (by removing the
mounting tab) to be installed in
the rib bay closest to wing center.

18

UGH-LE-BUG!

Place the center most
T1 truss rib within the
assembly and position it
snug between the leading edge
and against the spar. Now add
the lower turbulator strip.

19

Complete the right wing
panel by bonding the
outer trailing edge stock
to the trailing edge of the wing.
Carefully align the stock, centered
with the trailing edge rib profile.

20

Pin the left-side lower spar
cap stock over the rightside wing panel on the
plan. Begin the right edge of the
strip at the center of the right wing
tip. Place the wing center section
assembly over the spar cap with
ribs R1a/b aligned centered over
the right wing tip.
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The wing construction begins at the
center section and proceeds, one half
at a time, to right and left wing panels
- remember that the plywood spar
doubler is to face the back of the wing
assembly. Pairs of balsa shear webs
separate the full length ribs, with subribs installed between each full rib pair.
Diagonal sub-ribs are then installed to
and add to the torsional stiffness of the
final assembly - do not neglect to place
these diagonal ribs within the assembly
prior to installing the leading edge and
turbulator spars.
Finishing details
This build features a removable
access hatch, that uses a magnet and
tab closure arrangement, to quickly
gain access to the forward battery
compartment. Additionally, our lasercut parts feature a pre-cut plywood
servo tray that will receive commonly
available Hitec HS-35 or HS-40 servos.
Note that the position of the push-rod
guide tubes are pre-set within the
formers to correctly match the installed
height of an HS-40 servo – using a plain

buildit!
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Below: The Ugh-LE-Bug! makes
use of the SA Sport BL 250 motor
(2200KV), 10A Speed Control, and
GWS 7 x 3.5 HD propeller. I’ve
trimmed the motor in black and
white stripes just for fun.
Also take notice the tough and
dependable shock absorbing
landing gear.

21

Build out the left-side wing
panel using the right-side
wing panel drawing for
spacing reference. Build out
the left-side panel In the same
manner as the right-side wing was
constructed.

22

Use a razor saw or hobby
knife to trim all strip
wood stock. close to the
outer edge of the wing tips. Use
a sanding block finish the job,
sanding all strip stock ends flush
with the wing-tip.

23

If you are working from
our laser-cut parts
package, remove the
stand off tabs from the bottom the
wing ribs. Lightly sand the wing
and shape the leading and trailing
edges, as indicated on the plan.

24

Prior to covering the
model, do a dry run
assembly of the framed
parts. A complete assembly of
the framed parts will allow you to
discover any fit issues, or forgotten
parts. If found, these can now be
easily corrected.

UGH-LE-BUG!

Z-bend connection to the push-rod.
When building with HS-40 servos
the control surfaces centering and
push-rod final length are adjusted
by a Z-Bend / slip joint at the control
surface rather than at the servo arm
(Ed. Note: This technique is illustrated in
balsabuilder Magazine, Issue 4). HS-35
servos sit a bit shallower in the servo
tray and require the use of an optional
DU-BRO RC Mini E/Z Connector
(DUB845) on the servo arm, to properly
match the push-rod installation height
– in this case you’ll complete the pushrod with a simple Z-Bend at the control
surface horn and make all adjustments
at the servo horn using the Mini E/Z
Connector.

25

Cover the model in a
snazzy (highly visible)
color scheme. Assemble
the covered parts. Install the
electronics, control hardware,
and landing gear. Balance and
preflight the model.
Enjoy flying your Ugh-LE-Bug!
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Above and Below: The Hitec HS-40
servo installation features Z-bends placed
at the servo arms with an adjustable slip
fitting at the control surface horn. See
our feature on building adjustable pushrods in Issue 4 of balsabuilder magazine.

UGH-LE-BUG!

The final assembly
Cover the framed Ugh-LE-Bug! using a high quality light
weight film. We used bright yellow and black AeroLITE, a
product offered by Stevens AeroModel. AeroLITE retains
the ease of use found in conventional plastic films but is
exceptionally light weight – making it the ideal film for
finishing off smaller park flyer models.

are installed and the proper connections made to both servo
and control surface.

Cover the fuselage, wing, fins, control surfaces, and battery
hatch in AeroLITE film. Paint the tail skid, landing gear, and
wing mounts to complement your covering scheme, using
latex craft paints.

The motor is secured to the firewall and speed control and
receiver are placed within the fuselage – I suggest leaving
these electronics loose within the cavity of the airframe, until
you are able to check the balance of the aircraft. Should it
be required some minor re-positioning of the electronics, to
shift the balance point of the model, can be performed – this
avoids adding unnecessary ballast weight to the model.

The landing gear is made from .075 inch diameter music
wire. A forming guide is printed on the plan set. A pre-bent
landing gear is available as an option and shipped by default
with the Ugh-LE-Bug! full kit.
Next, the wheels are retained to the model using suitably
sized wheel retainers. Depending on your wheel choice, it
may be necessary to use short lengths of 1/8 inch diameter
aluminum tubing as a bushing for the axle. See the plan for
placement of the wheel retainers and be careful not to glue
the wheel to the axle.
The fuselage is finished by adding the servos. We used Hitec
HS-40 servos as they are both affordable and accurate. The
covered flying surfaces are treated to sewn hinges (see page
18 of this issue). These hinges are applied to join both the
elevator and rudder to their corresponding fixed fins. We
think the sewn hinges look great, but if this is a deal breaker
for your build - feel free to substitute your favorite hinge
technique here. These completed assemblies are then
bonded to the fuselage - be certain to install the stabilizer
assemblies square to both the wing and fuselage. Push-rods
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“A pre-bent landing gear is
available as an option...”

The wing mounts to the fuselage using four #32 rubberbands that are looped around the hardwood wing mounting
dowels and over the wing. Install two rubber bands to each
right and left side of wing.

UGH-LE-BUG!
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Flying the Ugh-LE-Bug!
Prior to flying, inspect the wing and stabilizer assemblies, to
ensure that no warps have crept into the finished model –
remove these if found. Pick a calm day for your first flight.
Point the model into the wind and advance the throttle. Gain
enough altitude to relax a bit and take a moment to trim the
model for straight and level flight at about half throttle. With
careful balancing and attention to a straight and true build,
you will be delighted with a docile yet responsive handling
model aircraft. Yep! The Ugh-LE-Bug! is a keeper.
Final thoughts
The Ugh-LE-Bug! briskly climbs under power and carries
(what little energy a sub-8 ounce model has) well through
a host of 3 channel aerobatic maneuvers. Big round loops,
towering stall turns, spins, snaps, and rudder rolls are all
within the operational limits of this craft.

Based on Larry Renger’s original write-up, I had fully
anticipated a more quirky flyer. Any “wickedness” present in
the original Ugly Bug design has been left abandoned in the
1970s. Our Ugh-LE-Bug! builds into a stable and predictable
flying model, that features no tendency to over control, over
speed, or snap. I suspect these attributes have more to do
with the feathery wing loading figures of our model, than
the nature of the airframe (both of which are excellent). Our
Ugh-LE-Bug! simply floats at part throttle – grooving along
with a predicable gate at full throttle and resists tip stalling
no matter how abrupt the maneuver.
We have had a great time building and documenting our
construction of the balsabuilder Ugh-LE-Bug! This is a
delightful sport model to build and fly and deserves a
position on your winter build short list.
BuildIt!

“...you will be delighted with a
docile yet responsive handling
model aircraft”
UGH-LE-BUG!

balsabuilder plan service
Ugh-LE-Bug! plans, decal, and laser-cut parts are

available for purchase directly from: balsabuilder.
com. To order by mail, please make your postal
money order out to Stevens AeroModel and send to
the address below. (All prices in USD)
Plan (PL017)
Decal (VG017)
Laser-cut parts (PK017)
Complete Kit (FK017)

16.00
8.00
45.00
65.00

+ shipping*
*domestic shipping: add 2.90 for plans/decals or 7.90
with laser-cut parts or kit.
Balsa Builder Magazine
26405 Judge Orr Rd.
Calhan, CO 80808

Above: Ugh-LE-Bug! plans are
available directly from
balsabuilder.com and come
printed full size – ready to use.
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maxvisibility
A thoughtful trim scheme can make all the difference in
overcoming disorientation – or losing the model completely
into the wild blue.

1

“The best trim schemes will feature
radically contrasting light and dark colors”
Contrary to popular opinion, covering a model airplane in flashy
colors won’t necessarily make it easier to spot in the sky. While
it can be said that colors like orange, red, or yellow will naturally
stand out against a blue-grey sky, simply covering a model in
these colors will not necessarily make it easier to discern the
inflight orientation of the craft. For example: A tailless aircraft
(flying wing) covered in orange with blue markings is a recipe
for disaster. While orange and blue appear distinct up close, at
a distance they blur into a muddy grey. This is because our eyes
are less able to pick out detailed variations in hue at a distance.
You can prove this concept in your designs. Sketch your trim
scheme in color, then photocopy it in black and white. If the
photocopy looks muddy – that is what you’ll see at a distance.

2

Our distance vision is particularly good at interpreting shapes
and profiles. The more memorable the profile, the easier it
is to hone in on the model’s trajectory. As profiles become
increasingly difficult to discern (as with a flying wing),
contrasting light and dark colors and patterns are required to
give our eyes an added advantage at picking out just which end
is up and what direction that end is traveling!
The best trim schemes will feature radically contrasting light
and dark colors top and bottom – in addition to contrasting
patterns. My favorite is a model that is mostly light on the top
with a heavy dark stripe running span wise and a mostly dark
bottom with an asymmetric stripe pattern that runs chord wise.
— Bill Stevens

Photo 1: The top of this model uses yellow a base color, it is
accented with a wide, dark, span wise stripe.
Photo 2: Even though the bottom color of the model does
not contrast with the top, the contrast in pattern (wide,
asymmetric, chord wise stripes) will signal which end is up
with the model in flight.
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